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Virtual Support Services
During this time as we transition to more virtual and distance based opportunities, Production Services offers a wide
variety of solutions that can help you still reach your audience.

Video Recording

Audio Recording

Production Services owns a wide variety of cameras,
microphones, and professional video editing
software that allows us to deliver recordings in high
quality. From staged events to walking tours,
production services is here to offer any recording
services you may need. Previously created media
such as PowerPoints or audio can be included.

With podcasting quickly becoming a popular way to
deliver media, audio recording could be a solution for
you. We have equipment to record and edit
voiceovers, live bands for mass duplication, and
more. All of our recording equipment is portable so
no need to worry about where to record. We also
offer guidance on purchasing and recording for your
own audio projects.

Live Streaming
Production Services can livestream your event on
platforms like Zoom, YouTube, and Facebook. With
multiple cameras and audio equipment, we can
support multiple presenters. Our recent streaming
clients have chosen creative locations like Lane
Stadium, student centers, and other places on
campus to help bring their messages to life.
We’ve streamed graduations, admission events,
departmental addresses, and even university
presidential addresses. No event is too big or too
small to consider streaming. We offer solutions for
audience interaction as well. From displaying live
questions to integrating a social media account, we
can make sure your audience can reach you directly
and during your stream.

Live Streaming Features
All streaming platforms offer analytics so you can
easily see how many people watched your stream and
how it was received by audiences.
We can integrate social media from Facebook or
Twitter onto your live stream. If people post and @ or #
your channel, it will show up on your screen live.

Event Examples
Check out our live stream of Virginia Tech’s Fall
Commencement.
Our Hokie Focus stream reached over 6.3k people
and was viewed 14k times over a 3 hour stream time.

We offer bottom 3rd title options so presenters can be
introduced visually as well as verbally.

Allow 3 business days for turn around on audio recordings and 5 business days for video recordings.

